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Our application tools



Masking Stripper
Having difficulties in your converting or manufacturing process 
with the removal of the protection film? Our masking stripper 
helps you to apply the AntiDUST® tapes without the removal of 
too much protection film. No damages during transport! 

Prepare

Table Dispenser

Masking Stripper

We’ve always been at the forefront of the development of a breather tape 
system for the polycarbonate sheet market and we have always seen 
ourselves as a partner in your business. 

As a manufacturer we understand that having an efficient production 
and installation process of the multiwall sheets is important for you and 
your customers. 

Especially for our customers we have developed complimentary AntiDUST® 
tools in order to process your panels quickly and effectively throughout 
the whole process. Fast, safe ánd cost efficient.

Efficient production and 
installation process

Look at www.antidusttape.com



Pressure Roller 
AntiDUST® tapes are pressure sensitive, which means that 
pressure needs to be applied in order to create the full tack. 
Our Pressure Roller is an easy tool to apply our tapes. Different 
sizes available.

Felt Pad
The Felt Pad is robust enough to apply a good downward pres-
sure, but flexible enough to handle irregularities on the surface 
of the sheet. No more burns and cuts on your fingers! 

Tape Gun and Table Dispenser
For large users of multiwall sheets we have developed special 
tape dispensers for AntiDUST® tapes. This way you can process 
your sheets much faster. Our Tape Dispenser comes in a Table 
Dispenser or Handheld Gun. Quick and efficient! Different sizes 
available.

Apply Press

Handheld Gun

Table Dispenser

Felt Pad

Pressure Roller
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Multifoil
Multifoil is a Dutch manufacturer and the inventor 
of AntiDUST® tape. A clean and clear polycarbonate 
sheet is something we take very seriously at Multifoil, 
it is our main goal! 

We’ve always been at the forefront of the develop-
ment of a breather tape system for the polycarbonate 
sheet market. We innovate, test, and manufacture 
the AntiDUST® tapes from our (production) site in 
Vianen, The Netherlands. This way we can ensure the 
quality of our products and keep our promise to you. 

AntiDUST® tape by Multifoil is the only system that 
ensures the clarity of your multiwall sheets from day 
1 up to 10 years! 


